
In this example the player 

on the purple space may 

move to any of the green 

spaces 

Objective 

The objective of the game is to win by being the first player to gain more 

than 10 victory points.  Victory points are obtained through developing your 

empire, exterminating opponents and via purchase through the use of 

resources. 

Components 

 18 play cards - 9 Region cards and 9 Double ended development cards 

 2 Roundel cards (Action Selection and Season tracking) 

 1 Victory Point tracking card 

 6 player cards - 2 Resource tracking, 2 Reference and 2 castle cards 

 8 large double sided Settlement counters – 2 Town and 2 Village per 

player 

 6 small double sided Unit counters (3 per player) 

 1 Season counter 

 2 Roundel action counters (1 per player) 

 12 Resource tracking counters (6 per player) 

 4 Tracking counters  - 1 Victory Point and 1 Strength  per player 

 1 double sided Fishing token 

Set Up:  Shuffle the 9 region cards and deal them out face down into a 

3x3 grid.  The players select diagonally opposite corner regions and turn 

these face up.  They then place their castle card alongside one of the outer 

edges of the region, observing the same orientation, and place a worker unit 

upon it.  Players may move units from the castle into one of the 2 territories 

indicated by arrows on the castle card 

Each player takes one of the resource tracker cards and places a counter on 

each of the tracks.  Players start with 4 food, 2 wood, 2 stone and 2 metal.  

Each player’s action selection token is placed in the centre of the Action 

Selection roundel card, the Season token is placed on the spring square of 

the season tracking card. 

The Turn:  In their turn, players work through a sequence of activities in 

order.  After that play passes to the opposing player.  The activities are… 

I. Select Action 

II. Execute … 

III. Roundel action  

IV. Seasonal action 

V. Trade 

Select Action.  Players may move their action token up to 3 spaces 

further round the roundel.  Later in the turn they will carry out the action on 

the space they have selected.  If a space has more than one possible action 

the player will choose one of them to carry out this turn.   

If in moving their action token, it lands on, or passes the golden square 

indication the start position, they move to the roundel centre and then must 

wait until the other player also passes the point, at which point the season 

marker moves on one space. 

Players waiting in the roundel centre gain a Knowledge point each turn they 

have to wait 

Execute … 

I. Roundel action.   

Players carry out the action they have selected with their action 

token on the roundel. 

II. Seasonal action.  

 If the season has changed this round then the seasonal action – if 

any, is carried out by both players 

III. Trade 

Players trade resources they hold for other resources, gold, 

knowledge or Victory Points 

 Roundel Actions: 

Convert unit: Pay the cost and flip one unit between the military and 

worker sides. 

Build/improve Settlement: Pay the cost and build a Village settlement 

at the location of one your workers, or upgrade a Village to a Town.  Note: a 

fortified village does not become a fortified town, all defences are lost in the 

upgrade.  You may not build on swamps or deserts unless you have the 

appropriate development card in which case you may only build Villages, and 

these at a cost of 1 extra of any of the required resources.  

Forage:  Gather one of each resource from the territories occupied by each 

of your WORKER units and VILLAGE settlements, unless on one of the x2 

territories, in which case 2 resources of the indicated type are gathered.  Fish 

and wheat both translate into food at this point.  When foraging for fish 

players should flip the fishing token as a coin.  If the fish symbol appears they 

gather two food tokens, if the net symbol appears they gather nothing. 

Fight:  Attack the unit or settlement in the space orthogonally adjacent to 

one occupied by at least ONE of your military units.  (Where more than one 

attacking unit occupies a space the second unit shares in the attack, adding 

its strength to the attacking unit, it does not have its own attack.) See 

combat for details of how to resolve the 

battle. 

Move: Move up to 2 of your units the 

indicated number of spaces.  All movement is 

orthogonal, there is NO diagonal movement.  

As players move onto face down cards those 

cards are turned face up to reveal the 

landscape of that new region.  If players 

cannot move onto the newly exposed 

territory as they expected, they may move 

anywhere else allowed by a legal move 

(including onto an adjacent territory on their 

present card.  If however they can move onto the newly revealed territory 

they must do so. 

Territories may be occupied by up to two units belonging to any player, as 

well as a single settlement belonging to any player.  Deserts and swamps 

present different rules for settlement and movement explained in the 

relevant rules sections. 

Worker units that move in spring, summer and autumn may scavenge to 

gather 1 resource from the territory they finish their move in (including the 

x2 territories), as long as it does not contain any other unit or settlement.   

Expand Population: Pay the cost and gain an additional worker unit.  

The unit is gained in any territory occupied by one of your existing units or 

settlements, or at the player’s castle. 

Seasonal Actions:  Two seasons have actions attached to them – 

spring and autumn.  In spring players must provide for all the citizens, for the 

forthcoming year, in autumn they may gather all the resources harvested 

from their settlements. 

Tax: on the first turn of spring players must provide for the upkeep of the 

units they have and maintain any defences their citizens enjoy.  Taxes are 

calculated based on the units held at that moment in time and are as follows: 

 Pay one food for each town and each military unit you have.   

 Pay 1 gold each fortified settlement (of any size).   

 You forfeit any military units or fortifications you cannot pay for. 

Harvest:  On the first turn of autumn players harvest the territories 

occupied by their settlements.  Harvest is calculated as follows: 

You gather two of each resource produced by the territories occupied by 

your settlements. 

Territories:  Territories provide resources and means of moving 

through the map.  Many territories have a resource log in the centre of them 

representing the resource that may be gathered from that territory.  If the 

logo is surrounded by a white ring then the territory will provide x2 of the 

indicated resource during Harvest and Foraging.  Some territories provide no 

resources, and some may not even be entered under normal circumstances 

unless certain developmental advances have been made by the player. 

Deserts:  Deserts present significant obstacles to travel.  Units may not 

move through deserts under normal circumstances.  If the player has 

developed navigation then units may move through deserts at a vastly 

reduced rate: 

   

   

   



They must enter the desert at the start of their turn – that is their only move 

that turn, and then exit the desert as their entire next turn.  Units may 

NEVER remain in a desert for more than the turns needed to move through, 

and may NEVER move from one desert space to a second. 

Deserts may be settled with a village if the player holds Irrigation as a 

development, but these villages may not be developed into cities. Settling a 

desert costs 1 addition resource of any of the required kinds 

Swamps:  Swamps also present restrictions to movement – it costs 2 

movement points to enter a swamp, and 2 to leave.  Two of the swamp 

territories contain gold beds which may be foraged by using a Forage action.  

The wealth must be searched for, and may not be acquired by units just 

moving though these territories. 

Swamps may be settled by players who have developed Drainage, but only 

with villages, never cities and at a cost of one additional resource of any of 

the required types.  The gold bearing swamps may be settled in this manner 

and will give gold as a harvestable resource. 

A swamp adjacent to a settlement may be moved through at a normal pace if 

the player has developed Civil Engineering which provides causeways. 

Trade:  After carrying out Roundel and Seasonal actions players may 

carry out trade.  They may carry out 1 of the following actions: 

Basic resources such as Wood, Stone, Metal and Food may be 

traded on a one for one basis.  Only one type of resource may be 

traded in this way per turn 

Two of the same non-food resource may be traded for a single 

Gold.   

Alternatively players may trade combinations of resources for other gains 

such as Knowledge or Victory Points 

They may trade Gold, Metal and Food for a Knowledge Point, 

provided that they have a settlement of at least village size. 

They may trade two Knowledge and two Gold for a single Victory 

Point 

If they have the Marketplace development and sufficient of the required 

resources they may carry out a second trade action 

A graphical summary of these are on each of the player record sheets 

Developments:  Development cards provide a way of improving your 

citizens’ lot, and increasing the productivity or combat capability of your 

nation.  There are 18 developments in the base game.  Each is paired on the 

same card as another different development.  When purchasing a 

development only one of the developments on the card is obtained.  The 

card is placed face up in front of the player with the selected development at 

the top.  Players may wish to tuck their developments under their resource 

tracker card, helping to conceal the lost development.   

Developments that are not selected are lost for the remainder of the game 

and may not be developed by any player. 

Victory Points:  Victory Points are obtained either through purchase, 

or awarded as a result of development of your nation through advancements 

or through expansion.  The following table gives an indication of the value of 

each of these awards 

Combat:  Combat occurs when a military unit of one player attacks a 

unit or settlement of another player.  The attack may be from within the 

same territory or from a valid adjoining one.  Units may attack other units or 

settlements, but not both in the same round.  If a defending player has a 

settlement and units in the same territory their strengths are added 

together.  Combat is settled using dice rolls to determine the outcome: 

First each side calculates the Strength of their forces using the table below.  

They then roll that many dice. 

The attacker tries to roll Odd numbers and the defender to roll Even 

numbers.  The player who rolls the most of their kind of number wins that 

round.  In the event of a tie each player totals the value of all the dice they 

rolled (odd and even), and the highest number wins.  If this is still tied both 

players take the loss that round. 

The loser of each round reduces their Strength by 1 and then they both roll 

for the next round. 

Players track their Strength using the scale on their castle card. 

The battle is over when one player is the victor having reduced his opponent 

to 0 Strength, or one player surrenders.  Upon surrendering, any units they 

have in the battle are lost.  Any settlement is then reduced to a single worker 

unit who may immediately move 2 places (even if this is out of turn).  The 

winner moves all their remaining units involved in the attack onto the 

territory being attacked to occupy it for the remainder of the turn. 

Unit/Development/Circumstance Strength Value and conditions 

Worker  1 when defending 

Military 1 attacking or defending  

Village 2 

Fortified Village (Village + 
Fortifications) 

3 

Town 3 

Fortified Town (Town + Military 
Engineering) 

4 

Attacking from an adjoining 
territory 

-1 

Civil Defence  +1 defence to any settlement 

War machines +1 to any military unit attacking a 
settlement 

Riddle of Steel +1 to any military unit 

Extermination:  In the event a player manages to exterminate all his 

opponent's pieces on the map and still does not have enough VP to win, the 

vanquished player may continue, bringing a new worker piece into play on 

his castle at the start of his next turn.  The vanquisher, still receives the 7VP. 
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All images used in this game, unless credited below, are to the best of my 

knowledge in the public domain, or have been created by me.  If you hold 

the rights to any picture used and do not want it used then please contact 

me. 

"Castello di Torrechiara" by Davide Bolsi. Licensed under CC BY 3.0 via 

Wikimedia Commons - 

http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Castello_di_Torrechiara.JPG#media

viewer/File:Castello_di_Torrechiara.JPG 

Condition VP Value 

Development As card 

Village 1VP 

Town 2VP 

Exterminate opponent 7VP 


